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ABSTRACT 
 

A 5G network and the innovations it supports will lead to a radical shift in surveillance. The 

economic impact of such a network makes it an attractive prospect to many nations, fueling a 

race to rapidly implement the technology. This is especially true in the United Kingdom, as 

the country has a pervasive Panopticon and a long history of normalizing surveillance 

technology. This paper investigates the implementation of Huawei technology in the UK and 

how the tools of a more authoritarian Panopticon are packaged and sold in the European 

democracy. While Huawei does mark an expansion of British surveillance, it follows a 

pattern of the private-sector building and normalizing surveillance in the country. In essence, 

under the guise of efficiency, a “for-profit Panopticon” became palatable to British society as 

it created an imagined border between “soft” and “hard” surveillance practices. This thesis 

builds this theoretical framework by first evaluating contemporary surveillance scholarship 

and then by studying the historical Panopticon in the UK. The implications of this model are 

significant: the UK example reveals that not only is soft surveillance palatable, but hard 

surveillance can be agreeable if it is packaged along with soft surveillance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The mass surveillance of citizens by governments and companies is the new normal. 

The global integration of a Fifth Generation (5G) telecommunication network has the 

potential to intensify this surveillance. In the United Kingdom, the world’s most surveilled 

democracy, the potential impact of deploying a 5G network is a microcosm for the debates 

surrounding the technology and the role of the private sector in deploying surveillance. 

 5G technology and the innovations it supports could lead to a radical shift in the 

United Kingdom’s contemporary Panopticon. 5G is a new cellular network standard that 

would allow for faster download speeds with fewer interruptions, known as lower latency. 

Every major telecommunication provider is deploying the technology, which is estimated to 

be as much as 100 times faster than 4G.1 Since this technology supports smart devices 

downloading massive amounts of data in short periods of time, many believe it could power 

an “Internet of Things.” By the end of 2020, as many as 20 billion devices are set to connect 

to the network, connecting everything from driverless cars, smartphones, thermostats and 

pacemakers.2 A network of microphones, cameras and sensors may infiltrate citizens’ private 

and public lives like never before. Surveillance technology is set to be a more intimate and 

significant part of our homes, workplaces and communities.  

 A bitter fight rages over who will deploy 5G networks. The Chinese multinational 

telecoms company Huawei has developed the most sophisticated 5G network to date. As the 

technology is years ahead of competitors, and because the Chinese government subsidizes its 

 
1 Jake Swearingen, “5G Is Going to Transform Smartphones — Eventually,” Intelligencer, February 21, 2019, 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/02/5g-is-going-to-transform-smartphones-eventually.html. 
2 2020 Startup Predictions: Top Trends to Watch Out For, “On Trend: 20.4 Billion IoT Devices by 2020,” Otarris, 
April 10, 2019, https://www.otarris.com/on-trend-20-4-billion-iot-devices-by-2020/. 
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implementation abroad, the technology is the cheapest, fastest option for nation states that 

are trying to build out 5G infrastructure. However, there are widespread concerns that a 

Chinese provider may give Chinese intelligence agencies a “backdoor” to data collected on 

the network, and rumors that Huawei technology specifically was crucial to building out the 

contemporary Chinese mass surveillance state.3 The implication to this line of argument 

would be that China is mounting a challenge to the American surveillance-capitalism model 

through Huawei: in this case state surveillance is baked into a Chinese technology company.  

The struggle for dominance of the 5G market in Europe is already underway, and the 

UK is the first battleground. Since 2019, the United States has banned Huawei from its 

domestic markets by declaring that the threat of its adoption would constitute be a national 

security emergency.  It has put immense pressure on its allies, especially the Europeans and 

the anglophile intelligence community, the Five Eyes, to resist Chinese 5G technology. 

Huawei contends that its products pose “no greater cybersecurity risk” than contemporary 

cellular options and pushes back vigorously on US claims of espionage, describing them as 

false.4 An intense lobbying effort has followed. In an Op-ed published in Politico, Secretary 

of State Mike Pompeo implored European policymakers “not to give control of their critical 

infrastructure to Chinese tech giants.”5 On the other hand, Huawei has donated to prominent 

academic institutions, including Cambridge University; and to high profile British charities 

 
3 Zak Doffman, “Beyond 5G: Huawei’s Links To Xinjiang And China’s Surveillance State,” Forbes, accessed 
February 13, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/04/25/huawei-xinjiang-and-chinas-high-tech-
surveillance-state-joining-the-dots/. 
4 Sara Salinas, “Six Top US Intelligence Chiefs Caution against Buying Huawei Phones,” CNBC, February 13, 
2018, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/13/chinas-hauwei-top-us-intelligence-chiefs-caution-americans-away.html. 
5 Laurens Cerulus, “China Denounces ‘political’ Attack on Huawei by Pompeo,” Politico, December 4, 2019, 
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/04/china-denounces-political-attack-on-huawei-by-pompeo-075222. 
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such as the Prince’s Trust, which was founded by Prince Charles. Huawei pledged to spend 3 

billion pounds to expand its operation in the United Kingdom alone.6  

 The UK’s relationship with surveillance technology makes it an easier sell for 

Huawei’s technology. The country is the most surveilled democracy in the world, and the 

British are by far the most watched citizenry in Europe.7 It is believed that on an average 

day, a Londoner is surveilled by close to 300 Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras.8 

The United Kingdom tends to be less fearful of the Panopticon than its continental neighbors 

and as a result the private sector has always played a large role in this pervasive surveillance 

system. The 5G wars in the United Kingdom are filtered through this “for-profit” Panoptic 

lens, as the country tends to be more forgiving of corporate surveillance, competition and 

market forces.  

The integration of 5G in the UK is a unique opportunity to evaluate how a citizenry 

imagines its Panopticon. I argue that the UK tends to be less fearful than the norm of the 

influence of private companies in the Panopticon. Its historical and contemporary 

relationship to surveillance technology reveals a society that is accustomed to a pervasive 

Panopticon, and has built this mass surveillance state through a robust private-public 

partnership. In the absence of centralized government control, and under the guise of 

efficiency and providing a market-driven solution, this “for-profit Panopticon” became 

 
6Adam Satariano and Raymond Zhong, “How Huawei Wooed Europe With Sponsorships, Investments and 
Promises,” The New York Times, January 22, 2019, sec. Technology, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/22/technology/huawei-europe-china.html. 
7 “CCTV Cameras by City and Country.” Accessed February 11, 2020. https://www.comparitech.com/vpn-
privacy/the-worlds-most-surveilled-cities/#The_20_most-surveilled_cities_in_the_world 
8 Brandon C. Welsh and David P. Farrington, “Public Area CCTV and Crime Prevention: An Updated Systematic 
Review and Meta‐Analysis,” Justice Quarterly26, no. 4 (December 1, 2009): 716–45, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/07418820802506206. 
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palatable to British society. It creates an imagined border between “soft” and “hard” 

surveillance practices, a boundary that is especially challenged by the Huawei deal. In this 

paper, I develop this “for-profit Panopticon,” model and use it to explore the contemporary 

Huawei debates and their implications. 

The central focus of this thesis is to investigate how the United Kingdom understands 

the threat of corporate surveillance. To contextualize privacy theory, I first conduct a 

literature review. I start with an overview of the Panopticon, and how it has evolved in the 

digital age with a public-private partnership in countries like the UK. The second chapter is a 

historical overview of privacy debates in the UK. It focuses on the three most contentious 

privacy debates there, namely the deployment of the largest Closed-Circuit Television 

camera system in Europe, the effort to create a centralized identification database for every 

Briton and the UK’s DNA database, which is one of the largest collections of genetic 

information in the world. The chapter ends with a synthesis of the former chapters by 

contextualizing the theoretical Panopticon in the British context and teasing out the nuances 

of how it is popularly imagined. This “for-profit Panopticon” model is then applied to the 

fourth chapter, which centers on the 5G debate and explains the integration of 5G technology 

across the country. The thesis ends with an analysis of the implications of 5G and the 

Panoptic model this paper develops. Taken together, this research will be an early and 

valuable contribution to surveillance scholarship as it provides a theoretical framework for 

the contemporary 5G debates. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This literature review tracks the evolution of the famous Panopticon theory in 

surveillance studies and how scholars have since challenged and expanded it. Today, an 

increasingly diffuse form of surveillance monitors citizens across the globe. Companies who 

partner with governments are crucial to the system of extracting and processing information 

that is collected. The way their influence is popularly imagined is significant and explains 

why there is little resistance to the modern surveillance system. 

The Theoretical Panopticon 
Much contemporary surveillance and privacy theory can trace its lineage back to 

Michel Foucault and his famous analysis of the Panopticon. Foucault develops the metaphor 

of the Panopticon as an extension of his theory of the docile body. Violence and systems that 

threaten violence have made human beings into disciplined and productive members of 

society, and Foucault develops this argument by focusing on the rise of discipline from the 

Classical Age onwards. Foucault defines the docile body as one that “may be subjected, 

used, transformed and improved.”9 By exposing the reader to the profound impact of subtle 

coercion, Foucault challenges a number of blindly accepted norms central to our modern 

societies, namely that humans must be productive. In this way, he exposes the elusive 

systems that maintain this discipline. 

Over time, more subtle forms of coercion threatened violence while maximizing 

extraction. Foucault writes in his chapter Panopticism about the “Traditional, ritual, costly, 

violent forms of power, which soon fell into disuse and were superseded by a subtle, 

 
9 Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 
1995), p.136. 
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calculated technology of subjection.”10 Foucault describes this surveillance state he imagines 

through the metaphor of the architectural designs of the English utilitarian and social theorist 

Jeremy Benthem.11 Bentham’s Panopticon is a single, central tower surrounded by cells. In 

the central tower is a watchman. A bright light shines from the tower, allowing the watchman 

to see every person in every cell.12 The objects of his gaze do not know exactly when the 

watchman is watching, just that he can constantly observe them, or that they are under 

constant surveillance. This Panopticon relies on asymmetrical and non-egalitarian power 

dynamics.13 The insidious knowledge that they may be observed instils self-discipline in 

subjects, therefore creating a more efficient and less brutal means of coercion.14 Simply put, 

we cannot watch the state in the same way it watches us and this profoundly influences our 

behavior. 

The Contemporary Surveillance Structure  

While Foucault’s Panopticon is a useful tool for privacy theorists and scholars, it has 

been challenged by subsequent theorists writing in the digital age. David Lyon, in The 

Search for Surveillance Theory, outlines its modern limitations. While Foucault’s Panopticon 

was culturally abstract, the power relationships were stark and clear: the state watched the 

individual in order to regulate them. However, with the rise of 21st century technology and 

telecom companies and the sale of personal data from private companies to the public sector, 

 
10 Ibid. p. 221. 
11 Bentham was a reformer who developed the model for a prison, for which the design is most known, but he 
believed it could be applied to asylums, hospitals, factories etc. 
12 See Appendix 1. 
13 In Bentham’s original design, he believed the watchman would also need to be surveilled, however this was not a 
feature of Foucault’s Panoptic metaphor.  
14 Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 
1995), p.211.  
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citizens do not know who exactly is watching and what data is being used against them. Lyon 

describes “complex dialectics of watching and being watched” compared to the panopticon 

with its “distinct and bounded area.”15 With improvements in technology, the boundaries of 

the modern Panopticon are ever wider and more loosely defined, which is dangerous even in 

democratic societies. 

The Panopticon has transformed as surveillance has become privatized, more 

participatory and consequently more normalized. As Lyon rightly points out, the data driven 

economy offers consumers personalization through content and goods. The gaze of a 

powerful institution “is no longer a threat of mass homogeneity but a promise of mass 

individualization,” which he notes is deeply attractive to consumers.16 Lyon cites cultural 

movements that familiarize individuals with surveillance such as the rise of reality television 

and the gamification  of watching the intimate details of the lives of others. Shows like Big 

Brother “serve(s) to justify surveillance to both watchers and the watched.”17 Lyon concludes 

that Foucault’s Panopticon has morphed into what he calls the “Panopticommodity,” or what 

others simply define as a “soft surveillance model.” Individuals are incentivized to give up 

information, in return for individualized experiences or services. Companies have become 

increasingly important as conduits to commodifying data. The clear lines of the Panopticon 

are now blurred, individual citizens have little power, and the site is no longer the only 

observer, as private companies easily sell surveillance data. This system often reduces 

populations to willing if relatively unwitting commodities. 

 
15 David Lyon, ed., Theorizing Surveillance: The Panopticon and Beyond, 1 edition (Willan, 2006), p.4-5. 
16 Ibid. p.8.  
17 Ibid. p.6. 
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The privacy scholar Pricilla Regan historicizes the evolution towards a more diffuse 

and privatized Panopticon. Regan outlines the contemporary reliance of governments on the 

private sector for organization, system operations and data synthesis. She also tracks the rise 

of socio-technical systems, which she defines as complex “interdependent systems of 

technical artifacts, cultural practices, social actors and situated meanings.”18 The expansion 

of socio-technical systems coincided with the 9/11 attacks “which validated and expanded 

the surveillance capabilities embedded in systems such as Facebook and Google.”19 By the 

mid-2000s the Panopticon was much harder to define, as private companies' surveillance 

abilities were intrinsically linked to government national security goals. This period brought 

the roll out of the first data fusion centers, technological checkpoints at airports, tracking of 

diseases within and between countries, GPS monitoring of cellphones and vehicles and a 

significant rise in the number of CCTV cameras tracking the movements of everyday 

citizens. As the Panopticon became closely integrated with the private sector, it also became 

more pervasive throughout the US and Europe. 

A surveillance system that heavily features private sector actors, has a different 

psychological impact on wider society. In Looking into the Future: Surveillance, 

Globalization and the Totalitarian Potential, Maria Los compares contemporary surveillance 

to surveillance under totalitarian states. She believes they have fundamentally different aims; 

Stalinism and Nazism seek to obliterate the role of the individual while contemporary 

 
18 Priscilla M. Regan, 2015. “Privacy and the Common Good: Revisited.” Chapter. In Social Dimensions of Privacy: 
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, edited by Beate Roessler and Dorota Mokrosinska, p.50–70. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. p.51 
19Ibid. p.52.  
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surveillance in Europe or the US seeks to nudge and influence positive behavior.20 She 

explores the psychological impact of this difference through the deeply symbolic metaphor 

of the Party “file” kept by intelligence agencies, like the KGB or Stasi, on their citizens.21 

She imagines a scenario where a hypothetical fire destroys the central archives, and poses the 

question: “Could the regime survive such a disaster?”22 She concludes that in this 

hypothetical, regime change would not occur in contemporary Europe or the US. However, 

for a totalitarian regime to survive “people have to believe that it is the information and not 

the psychological effect of the act of surveillance that is crucial to the value of the 

authorities.”23  

In Western societies, surveillance must be justified as “for our own good.” Polling 

confirms that British citizens are suspicious and concerned about surveillance practices. A 

government poll conducted in the years following Edward Snowden’s leaking of classified 

information revealed that 72% of British adults were concerned about their private 

information online.24 However, when surveillance is presented as “normal” and 

nonthreatening, there is a surprising little resistance from the general public. This is 

especially true when the private sector is included as collectively citizens tend to not attach 

as much fear to this form of surveillance. Los describes this phenomenon as a state of 

 
20 Maria Los, "Looking into the Future: Surveillance, Globalization and the Totalitarian Potential," in Theorizing 
Surveillance: The Panopticon and Beyond,, ed. David Lyon (Willan, 2006), p. 76. 
21 Los on the private sector: “Unlike intelligence files, which comprise mostly secretly uncovered information, the 
ordinary databases, especially in the private sector, are collected mostly through relatively open, consensual 
processes,” she adds that even when the private sector collaborates with the government, data is decentralized and 
more widely shared.” Ibid. p. 75. 
22 Ibid. p. 76. 
23 Ibid. 76. 
24 Samuel Gibbs, “Data Protection Concerns 72% of Britons in Post-Snowden World, Research Shows,” The 
Guardian, April 9, 2015, sec. Technology, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/apr/09/data-protection-
concerns-72-of-britons-in-post-snowden-world-research-shows. 
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“passive acquiescence,” which she characterizes as  “astounding ignorance” of pervasive 

surveillance in the West.25  This insight plays an important role in this project as it clarifies 

why contemporary surveillance, and private sector players such Huawei, are relatively 

uncontroversial in the UK, even though people are aware of their privacy rights. 

 In the following set of histories, I develop a “For-Profit Panopticon,” a model where 

surveillance relies on robust public-private partnerships. This literature review followed the 

theoretical implications of how private institutions were incorporated into the surveillance 

state. According to Maria Los, this eventually leads to a state of  “passive acquiescence” as 

the technology is considered less menacing.26 In the following sections, I explore the 

historical implementation of this system in the UK and tease out how rhetorically significant 

“economic efficiency” has been to the contemporary surveillance model.   

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH PANOPTICON 

Integration of CCTV 

 The UK has a long history of monitoring its citizens. During the First World War, 

fear of labor strikes interrupting the war effort led to the rapid expansion of surveillance on 

the home front. The Home Office, War Office and Ministry of Labor mandated a 

“Systematic surveillance of the working class.”27 Industrial cities across the country, 

 
25Maria Los, "Looking into the Future: Surveillance, Globalization and the Totalitarian Potential," in Theorizing 
Surveillance: The Panopticon and Beyond,, ed. David Lyon (Willan, 2006), p. 77. 
26 Ibid. p.77. 
27  Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, We Know All about You: The Story of Surveillance in Britain and America, First edition 
(Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2017), 26. 
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including Glasgow, Liverpool, Barrow and Cardiff were surveilled on an on-going basis by 

700 intelligence agents.28  

The British digital surveillance state developed in the mid-1980s. Many historians 

date the launch of Britain's first public CCTV system from 1985 when Bournemouth City 

Council in the South of England deployed a CCTV system in an effort to reduce vandalism.29 

CCTV became attractive to the so-called New Right under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 

and British voters generally during the national miner’s strike of 1984 to 1985 and for a 

society faced with a steady threat of terrorism from the Irish Republican Army. These were 

contributing factors to a widespread fear of the breakdown of law and order. The government 

also believed that CCTV would reduce thinly stretched police budgets. In 1993, 39 towns 

and cities had CCTV cameras and that number jumped to 79 only the following year.30 In 

less than 10 years, the UK had become the CCTV capital of the world with many hundreds 

of thousands of cameras deployed. This rapid deployment of CCTV technology continued, so 

between 1996 and 2000 over a million CCTV cameras were installed, which is the equivalent 

of over 500 cameras added every week. On average, Britain spent 361 million pounds per 

year on CCTV cameras according to a Working Paper released by the UK government.31  

Social theorists also connect the rise of surveillance to the commodification of fear 

driven by the private sector. Norris finds three major parties were responsible for the 

deployment of pervasive CCTV, “It has been argued that the police, along with local 

 
28 Ibid. p. 27. 
29 Benjamin J. Goold, CCTV and Policing: Public Area Surveillance and Police Practices in Britain, 1 edition 
(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 16. 
30 Ibid. p. 17. 
31 Michael McCahill and Clive Norris, “On the Threshold to Urban Panopticon? Analysing the Employment of 
CCTV in European Cities and Assessing Its Social and Political Impacts,” Centre for Technology and Society, n.d., 
14.  
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authorities and the private security industry, have been instrumental in the gradual 

commodification of insecurity that characterized late twentieth century life.”32 Norris argues 

that not only did the surveillance industry supply CCTV when it was needed, but that it 

helped create demand in the first place. The English sociologist Stuart Hall further 

contextualizes this ‘get tough’ attitude in British criminal justice not only as a shift towards a 

more disciplined society, but also a society that was struggling economically. He connects 

this inflection point to the country’s inability to cope with successive recessions and the need 

for economic restructuring.33 Faced with social fragmentation and class warfare, policies and 

measures that promoted upholding law and order were crucial to winning the popular vote. In 

the face of an economic crisis, the private sector became an important tool in building 

Britain’s Panopticon.  

 CCTV technology was remarkably non-controversial during its implementation in the 

UK. As the sociologist Clive Norris writes, “the rise of [Closed Circuit Television] 

Surveillance easily evokes Orwellian concerns of Big Brother,” yet there was relatively little 

backlash to such widespread and rapid deployment. A commonly cited poll of Glasgow 

residents in 1993 found that “almost 90 percent of people support public surveillance 

projects, with less than 10 per cent saying the cameras infringe their privacy. A mere 5 

percent strongly oppose an extension of CCTV.”34  

 
32 Clive Norris and Jade Moran, Surveillance, Closed Circuit Television and Social Control (Routledge, 2016), p. 
41. 
33 Stuart Hall, Drifting into a Law and Order Society, (London: Cobden Trust, 1979), p. 115-24.  
34  J. Arlidge . 'Welcome, Big Brother,’ The Independent, 2nd November 1994, p. 4. 
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There are several reasons why surveillance in the 1980s was treated as an apolitical 

issue. First, there was a general consensus of support from both the Labor and Conservative 

parties for policies supporting law and order. As the historian SP Savage explained,  

Prior to the 1979 General Election ‘law and order’ policy… exhibited many of 
the features of the consensus politics of the post-war period. Indeed, so broad 
was the agreement over policy in this area, that in many respects law and order 
was hardly a ‘political’ issue in the sense of falling among party-political lines.35 

CCTV technology was sold to communities as an effective means of controlling anti-social, 

disorderly and criminal conduct. As the British Home Secretary Michael Howard explained, 

“CCTV is a wonderful technological supplement to the police… CCTV spots crimes, 

identifies law breakers and helps convict the guilty.”36 CCTV was pitched as an investment 

in communities, and proof that local politicians were doing something about crime as a 

response to demand from residents. A local council member explained, CCTV became the 

“starting point in local discussions on crime and disorder.”37  

 Only a small, active network of privacy advocates warned about the potential abuse of 

the surveillance state. In 1990, the UK-based charity Privacy International was formed in 

response to the deployment of state surveillance. In 1996, they warned of the possibility of 

abuse of CCTV,  

There is a grave risk that the CCTV industry is out of control. Fueled by fear 
of crime, the systems take on a life of their own, defying quantification and 
quashing public debate. In a very short time, the systems have challenged 
some fundamental tenets of justice, and created the threat of a surveillance 
society.38 

 
35  L. J.  Robins, and Stephen P. Savage, Public Policy Under Thatcher, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990, p. 89-
102. 
36 Michael Howard, British Home Secretary, quoted by Norris and Armstrong (1998), 10.  
37 Pete Fussey, “New Labour and New Surveillance: Theoretical and Political Ramifications of CCTV 
Implementation in the UK,” Surveillance & Society 2, no. 2/3 (2004), https://doi.org/10.24908/ss.v2i2/3.3377, 259. 
38 “Privacy International Statement on CCTV Surveillance in the UK,” Privacy International, accessed February 11, 
2020, http://privacyinternational.org/blog/1583/privacy-international-statement-cctv-surveillance-uk. 
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In 2010, the pro-privacy organization Big Brother Watch, systematically reviewed the 

privacy violations of the UK’s Panopticon. They explain that with “the ubiquitous 

surveillance of the most trivial aspects of everyday life, we live in an environment in which 

our masters are inexorably more authoritarian.” They implore “the notoriously apathetic 

British public to awaken from its slumber” and “push back on the creeping authoritarianism 

of the state, which is robbing the citizen of his most basic freedoms.”39 Big Brother Watch 

describes a real world example of Maria Los’ theoretical “passive acquiescence” as citizens 

accept a pervasive, problematic surveillance state with little resistance.40   

 The pervasive CCTV surveillance system succeeded in large part because it relied on 

a public-private partnership. The first CCTV systems in the UK were privately owned in the 

1960s.41 When surveillance technology was first sold to the British public as a means of 

augmenting police work, it remained largely private. According to the largest audit of 

surveillance technology, the vast majority of the millions of cameras in the UK are privately 

owned and operated. For instance, of 12,330 CCTV cameras in Cheshire, only 504 were state 

operated according to the study.42 Most were indoors and used to track the movements of 

consumers and shoppers. However, while the surveillance infrastructure was left to the 

market forces of the private sector, evidence collected from privately-owned cameras is still 

admissible in court. The Panopticon was effectively outsourced to the private sector. 

 
39 Alexander Deane, ed., Big Brother Watch (London: Biteback, 2010). 
40  Cf. p. 13. 
41 Benjamin J. Goold, CCTV and Policing: Public Area Surveillance and Police Practices in Britain, 1 edition 
(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 16. 
42 Paul Lewis, “You’re Being Watched: There’s One CCTV Camera for Every 32 People in UK,” The Guardian, 
March 2, 2011, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/mar/02/cctv-cameras-watching-
surveillance. 
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Identification and Database Laws  

 While CCTV technology may be the most visible form of British surveillance, 

identification policies have also played a significant part in the UK’s popularly imagined 

Panopticon. In 2006, the British Parliament passed the Identity Cards Act. The act made it 

mandatory for British citizens and foreign nationals over the age of 16 to provide 50 data 

points to the UK government, including their name, address, as well as more controversial 

biometric information such as their face, iris and fingerprints. The information would reside 

in a centralized database called the National Identity Register (NIR). In turn, citizens and 

residents would be issued a national ID card, which gave access to national benefits as well 

as being valid for travel within the European Union. The Act has been described as “the most 

ambitious project of its kind and one of the world's largest [information technology] 

schemes.”43 The act was eventually repealed in 2010, and the NIR database was destroyed 

that same year.  

There is some prior history of national identity cards in the UK. During the First and 

Second World Wars, British citizens were required to carry ID as a temporary national 

security measure. However, ID laws ended after both conflicts. Various UK governments 

have unsuccessfully voiced an interest in standardized, mandatory identification over the past 

half century.44 By the mid-2000s, the national security climate in the country had drastically 

changed. The 9/11 attacks in the US led to heightened security in the UK and dragged the 

country into prolonged wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The July 2005 London bombings, 

known as 7/7, killed 52 Britons and injured 700 others in attacks on the city’s transportation 

 
43 Britain's Ambitious ID Card Plan Comes Under Attack, Reuters News, Aug. 4, 2006. 
44 Goold, CCTV and Policing, 1 edition (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 90. 
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system. This climate of fear led to a massive expansion of the Panopticon and many civil 

society organizations warned of authoritarian overreach by the UK government. For instance, 

the technology journalist David Rowan wrote at the time that, "Individual privacy is being 

eroded in Britain at a far greater pace than in other developed countries, according to an 

international study of state surveillance in the year since September 11.”45  

In another example of “passive acquiescence,” there were high levels of public 

support for ID laws. In a  September 24, 2001 an article reported that 85% of people polled 

supported identity card use.46 A poll conducted three years later showed that support 

remained high at 80% approval.47 The then Labor Prime-Minister, Tony Blair, promoted the 

adoption of identification laws to Britons as an effective means of combatting terrorism, 

arguing that it would make it harder for potential terrorists to obtain false forms of 

identification required to coordinate a large scale attack in the UK. The UK-based privacy 

advocacy organization, Big Brother Watch explains, “since September 11th 2001 the 

[British] Government has continuously justified many of its counter-terrorism measures on 

the basis that there is a public emergency threatening the life of the nation.”48 

 The Labor government also argued mandatory identification would limit 

inefficiencies, and boasted of its private sector applications. The Party touted its efficiency. It 

would allow easier access to welfare benefits, while reducing fraud and the potential abuse of 

the welfare system. The explanatory notes of the ID Cards Act state that identification would 

enable “public and private sector organisations to verify a person’s identity with the person’s 

 
45 David Rowan, Britain "Leads Way' in Eroding Privacy, The Times (London), September 5, 2002. 
46 Martin Hickman, ID Cards Won't Cut Crime, UK Pressure Groups Say, Reuters News, September 24, 2001. 
47 Blunkett Says Wants UK ID Cards in Three Years, Reuters News, April 25, 2004.  
48 Alexander Deane, ed., Big Brother Watch (London: Biteback, 2010), Location 3526. 
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consent before providing services”49 The UK Home Office envisioned that “265 government 

departments and as many as 48,000 accredited private sector organisations" would have 

access to the NIR database.50 A variety of private organizations could check Britons' identity 

and had access to sensitive, personal information. These organizations included banks and 

building societies, libraries and video/DVD rental companies, telecommunications 

companies, travel agencies, airlines, universities, retailers of all kinds, property rental 

companies and vehicle rental companies. Just like with CCTV technology, a small core of 

civil society advocates spoke out against the technology. Phil Booth, of the NO2ID 

campaign, warned of the significant privacy violations of such a scheme. "Each time anyone 

checks on your ID, it will be recorded. That means that over time the authorities could build 

up a very accurate picture of everything you do,” he explained.51 The scale was immense: the 

government estimated that over 163 million identity verifications or more would take place 

each year.52  

Ironically, popular support for such a measure fell once the public understood the 

economic inefficiencies of mandatory identification. In October, 2006, the British 

government announced national identification would cost the country 5.4 billion pounds, or 

 
49 Home Office, “Explanatory Notes to Identity Cards Act 2006,” Pub. L. No. 2006 c. 15, accessed March 30, 2020, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/15/notes. 
50 Identity and Passport Services, “Strategy Market Soundings” 
https://web.archive.org/web/20071223090036/http://www.identitycards.gov.uk/library/procurement_strategy_marke
t_soundings.pdf 
51 Identity and Passport Services, “What Kind Of Organisations May Use The Scheme? - Identity and Passport 
Service,” December 23, 2007, https://web.archive.org/web/20071223090036/http://www.ips.gov.uk/identity/how-
organisations.asp 
52 Identity and Passport Services, “Strategy Market Soundings” 
https://web.archive.org/web/20071223090036/http://www.identitycards.gov.uk/library/procurement_strategy_marke
t_soundings.pdf 
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10 billion dollars, over the following 10 years.53 Furthermore, many believed it was not an 

effective way of preventing fraud or terrorism. Philip Johnston, writing for the Daily 

Telegraph explained, “determined terrorists.... will not be prevented from carrying out their 

activities.”54 Those with enough determination or moderately sophisticated technology would 

be able to obtain fake or stolen identification cards. While the Act passed in 2006, it was 

only implemented in 2010 because of technological problems. Once passed, it was repealed 

only 100 days later in May 2010. At the time, deputy prime minister, Nick Clegg, said: "The 

wasteful, bureaucratic and intrusive ID card system represents everything that has been 

wrong with [the] government in recent years."55 Arguments over efficiency and economic 

viability, rather than privacy concerns, brought about the act's downfall. 

DNA Laws 

 The UK’s National DNA Database (NDNAD) is the largest forensic DNA database in 

the world, containing samples from nearly 10% of the country’s population.56 In 2005, the 

database contained around 3.1 million profiles, and the figure grew to over 5.86 million 

entries by 2016. The database grows by as many as 30,000 samples a month and genetic 

information is rarely removed, even if someone is found innocent.57 As many as a million 

 
53 Jennifer Morris, “Big Success or ‘Big Brother?’: Great Britain’s National Identification Scheme Before the 
European Court of Human Rights,” Georgia Journal of International & Comparative Law36, no. 2 (September 15, 
2014): p. 443. 
54 Britain-Clarke Admits Identity Cards Will Not Prevent Future Terrorist Bombings, Morning Star, July 9, 2005. 
55 Alan Travis and home affairs editor, “ID Cards Scheme to Be Scrapped within 100 Days,” The Guardian, May 
27, 2010, sec. Politics, https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2010/may/27/theresa-may-scrapping-id-cards. 
56 Compare this to 0.5% in DNA databases in the USA. Home Office, Forensic Science and Pathology Unit, “DNA 
Expansion Programme 2000–2005: Reporting Achievement,” January 21, 2009, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20090121194930/http://police.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/operational-
policing/DNAExpansion.pdf?view=Binary. 
57 “All UK ‘Must Be on DNA Database,’” September 5, 2007, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/6979138.stm. 
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entries in the system relate to individuals who have never been convicted of a crime.58 The 

DNA database poses serious civil liberty concerns, especially for low-income individuals and 

racial minorities. However, the government is known to license the databases to private 

corporations for research and economic gains. The program has never been widely 

controversial, as it follows the same pattern of normalizing surveillance capabilities under 

the guise of efficiency.   

 The NDNAD was established in 1995 through a partnership of the Home Office, 

National Police Chief’s Council and the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners, 

with some representation from the Human Genetics Commission. As with CCTV, the 

infrastructure of the database is largely privately owned. The database is permanently stored 

by private companies who analyze the data, and the government pays them an annual fee for 

the service.59 Under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act of 1984, the police are allowed to 

hold samples from crime scenes, including blood, semen, saliva and hair. Once a sample is 

collected it’s entered into the NDNA; if there is a genetic match the system confirms the 

identity of the suspect, if not it stays in the system awaiting a potential match.  

 The DNA database disproportionately affects certain groups. Although samples from 

black men make up around 7% of the database's overall genetic profiles, the database 

covered three in every four young black men in the UK.60 The Home Affairs Select 

Committee’s recent report into this issue concluded that ‘it appears that we are moving 

 
58 Your Genome, “Is It Ethical to Have a National DNA Database?,” accessed March 30, 2020, 
https://www.yourgenome.org/debates/is-it-ethical-to-have-a-national-dna-database. 
59 Nuffield Council on Bioethics, The Forensic Use of Bioinformation: Ethical Issues(London: Cambridge, 2007), p. 
86. 
60 Ben Leapman, “Three in Four Young Black Men on the DNA Database -,” Telegraph, November 5, 2006, 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1533295/Three-in-four-young-black-men-on-the-DNA-database.html. 
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unwittingly towards a situation where the majority of the black population will have their 

data stored on the DNA database.’61As profiles include those who have not been convicted of 

a crime, many believe the database is racially biased. The Commission for Racial Equality 

stated that  

It would be fairer to have a database that restricts itself to storing the DNA 
profiles of those who are convicted, rather than this fast and loose approach, 
which opens up the potential for discrimination.62 

Minor offenses such as begging, disorderly conduct or littering also can lead to law 

enforcement agencies seizing genetic information. Many critics believe the laws 

disproportionately impact low-income individuals. 

 The NDNAD has remained relatively uncontroversial among the general public, 

especially when compared to other proposed DNA laws. A 2006 poll of around 2,000 British 

citizens found that roughly half of people disapproved of “Maintaining results of an 

individual’s DNA on the national database even if the individual has not been charged with 

any crime or else has been acquitted.” 52% of respondents either approved or did not know.63 

Contextualizing the debate surrounding DNA collection sheds light on how the UK 

understood the threat to privacy. In the late 2000s, there was a widespread debate about 

whether the government should make it mandatory for every citizen to provide their genetic 

information. In an article in the Guardian newspaper, Stuart Jeffries wrote “If there was a 

national database of everybody then we would solve more crime, of that there is absolutely 

 
61 House of Commons, “Young Black People and the Criminal Justice System” (Home Affairs Committee, 2007 
2006), p. 15. 
62 Leapman, “Three in Four Young Black Men on the DNA Database,” Telegraph, November 5, 2006, 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1533295/Three-in-four-young-black-men-on-the-DNA-database.html. 
63 YouGov, “YouGov / Daily Telegraph Survey Results,” November 30, 2006, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20080227042751/http://www.yougov.com/archives/pdf/TEL060101024_4.pdf. 
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no doubt…”64 Then Prime-Minister Blair argued that he saw no potential civil liberties or 

privacy concerns if the government held the genetic information of every citizen. In 2007, 

Lord Justice Sedley, a senior appeal court judge in the UK called for a universal genetic 

database. He deemed the status-quo system as "indefensible", as it was biased against 

minorities, and believed it would be fairer to include the entire population.65 This universal 

DNA scheme was never fully enacted, however the fact that such an extreme challenge to 

individual civil liberties was seriously proposed by such senior members of the UK 

government  illustrates the UK’s bias in favor of law and order, and regard for “efficient” 

solutions. 

 Many believe human right violations of the NDNAD stem from fear of its potential 

abuse by the private sector. As stated above, the infrastructure to host and process genetic 

information relies on private companies. However, there are fears that companies might use 

NDNAD to conduct genetic research with no public oversight. In 2008, the Liberal 

Democratic Party (Lib Dems) released a report revealing that the Home office had been 

allowing private companies access to the DNA database for commercial reasons. The Lib 

Dems filed Freedom of Information requests, which confirmed that the Home Office had 

approved 25 applications for research projects using genetic information from the database, 

without the consent of any individual, including the DNA of innocent individuals.66 The 

Liberal Democrat Member of Parliament Jenny Willott stated: "For nearly a decade, the 

 
64 Stuart Jeffries, “Stuart Jeffries: Would a National DNA Database Infringe Our Civil Liberties?,” The Guardian, 
October 27, 2006, sec. Opinion, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2006/oct/28/comment.ukcrime. 
65 James Orr, “Judge Wants Everyone in UK on DNA Database,” The Guardian, September 5, 2007, sec. UK news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2007/sep/05/humanrights.ukcrime. 
66 Mairi Levitt, “Forensic Databases: Benefits and Ethical and Social Costs” (Lancaster University, September 29, 
2007), p. 241. 
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Home Office has been secretly approving controversial research projects using profiles from 

the DNA database."67 A 2008 article in the Guardian revealed that Freedom of Information 

Act requests found that on at least five occasions since 2004, private firms successfully 

accessed millions of people’s genetic records and used them to develop computer 

programs.”68 While the scale of the private sector interaction in the NDNAD system is 

unknown, again they are clearly present in the UK’s surveillance state. 

The “For-Profit” Panopticon 

 A brief history of the British surveillance system reveals the scale of the Panopticon. 

The UK has one of the largest genetic databases and is the most expansive CCTV state in 

Europe. Furthermore, it came dangerously close to creating what would have been the largest 

database of biometric information at the time. Each example is an illustration of the 

phenomenon Los calls “passive acquiescence” in UK surveillance technology.69 This thesis 

expands upon her ideas by exploring how surveillance was packaged and sold to the public, 

and the importance of the private sector in this process. 

CCTV, DNA laws and mandatory ID laws were sold to the British public as measures 

to increase the “efficiency” of the UK surveillance state. Outsourcing surveillance to the 

private sector provided solutions to law and order during periods of economic decline in the 

UK, when police budgets were strained.70 Even as these changes chipped away at privacy 

 
67 Open Rights Group, “Jenny Willott MP,” Open Rights Group, Open Rights Group, accessed March 31, 2020, 
https://wiki.openrightsgroup.org/wiki/Jenny_Willott_MP. 
68 Christopher Hope, “Millions of Profiles from DNA Database Passed to Private Firms,” The Telegraph, accessed 
March 31, 2020, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/2459976/Millions-of-profiles-from-
DNA-database-passed-to-private-firms.html. 
69 Cf. p. 13. 
70 See Appendix 2. 
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and civil liberties, British citizens remained overwhelmingly passive. CTV, DNA and ID 

laws all received majority support from the general public and were championed by both 

Labor and Conservative governments.71 Surveillance effectively became politically neutral 

and an expected policy position for British governments. With each expansion of the 

Panopticon, substantial public-private cooperation was necessary to “sell” the model to the 

British public.  

In the absence of centralized government control, and under the guise of efficiency 

and providing a market-driven solution, this “for-profit Panopticon” became palatable to 

society. At face value, companies turning a profit is “normal” and a world away from a 

totalitarian system of ensuring Party rule through the keeping of “files.”72 The inclusion of 

the private sector is an important tool as it maintains a facade of a non-threatening 

surveillance system. It creates an imaginary border between “soft” surveillance and more 

coercive, “hard” surveillance.73 How the Panopticon is popularly imagined, what Los would 

call belief in the system, is foundational to how citizenry allows surveillance to happen in 

practice.74 

I suggest that this “for-profit Panopticon” is essential to contextualize why it seemed 

relatively uncontroversial that an authoritarian actor, Huawei, is building a major expansion 

to the British Panopticon. It’s significant that Huawei is portrayed as though it was "just 

another company,” driven by familiar motivations like profits and margins. However, a 

 
71 Cf. CCTV policy debates on p. 15-16.  
72 Cf. p. 11. 
73 Cf. p. 10.  
74 Cf. p. 11. 
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closer look at Huawei reveals its intimate connection to the Chinese surveillance state. This 

leads to disturbing implications for the supposedly “soft” surveillance model in the UK. 

THE HUAWEI DEBATES 

Pre-5G Huawei Infrastructure 
 The UK has a long history of using Huawei technology to build its 3G and 4G 

networks. This includes robust partnerships with the British intelligence agency GCHQ and 

British multinational telecommunications companies. Boosting the network to support next 

generation 5G capabilities would be achieved through the upgrade, rather than the 

replacement, of the existing infrastructure. At the time of writing, the UK heavily relies on 

Huawei’s 4G infrastructure.  

 Some background on the architecture of a 5G network is necessary to contextualize 

the current Huawei debate in the UK. There is a distinction between “core” and “non-core” 

infrastructure. In general, non-core equipment is used in the periphery of the network. This 

relays data and has no access to what is contained within the “pipes” of the network. As the 

telecoms expert Peter Clarke explained, "Effectively [the equipment] just acts like pipes 

really, pipes that carry encrypted traffic in them. So the pipes can't really see what they're 

carrying."75 On the other hand, core networks exist at the heart of infrastructure and act as a 

central node for the network. They are typically used to store and process sensitive 

information, including financial, biometric or health information. Huawei has a limited 

 
75 Isobel Asher Hamilton, “The UK Has Banned Huawei from ‘Core’ Parts of Its 5G Network. Here’s What That 
Actually Means,” Business Insider, January 29, 2020, https://www.businessinsider.sg/what-uk-huawei-5g-decision-
means-for-operators-2020-1. 
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presence within the UK’s core network, but is responsible for a large part of the commercial, 

consumer focused non-core.  

The main focus of the debate is whether the UK can trust Huawei not to build 

backdoors into the technology. Chinese hackers routinely attack key British political 

institutions, including Parliament. In 2018, the Chinese government was accused of 

launching cyber attacks to steal British intellectual property. The then-UK Foreign Secretary, 

Jeremy Hunt, stated “This campaign is one of the most significant and widespread cyber-

intrusions against the UK and allies uncovered to date… These activities must stop.”76 There 

have also been widespread concerns raised against Huawei in particular. The British National 

Cyber Security Council (NCSC) designates the company as a “high risk'' vendor, since under 

the Chinese National Intelligence Law of 2017, the company could be ordered to act in a way 

that is harmful to a foreign country.77 The NCSC also said that its "experience has shown that 

Huawei’s cybersecurity and engineering quality is low and its processes opaque."78 Although 

the company has pledged $2 billion (£1.53bn) to address security concerns, there has been no 

improvement thus far. The NCSC established an oversight center where the government can 

scrutinize Huawei’s code. They report no improvements to the cyber security of the code and 

say there remains reason for concern.79  

 
76 Patrick Wintour, “US and UK Accuse China of Sustained Hacking Campaign,” The Guardian, December 21, 
2018, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/20/us-and-uk-accuse-china-of-sustained-
hacking-campaign. 
77 There have also been questions surrounding Huawei's president and founder Ren Zhengfei, who was an engineer 
in China's army and joined the Communist Party in 1978. 
78 Alex Hern, “BT Removing Huawei Equipment from Parts of 4G Network,” The Guardian, December 6, 2018, 
sec. Technology, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/dec/05/bt-removing-huawei-equipment-from-parts-
of-4g-network. 
79 “Huawei Has Made ‘No Material Progress’ on Security, Says NCSC,” NS Tech(blog), March 28, 2019, 
https://tech.newstatesman.com/security/huawei-security-report-ncsc. 
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The UK’s major telecoms operators, the BT group, Three, O2 and Vodafone, all have 

significant legacy 4G Huawei technology in their infrastructure. A full ban of Huawei 

technology could cost the UK’s main operators as much as £1.5 billion.80 However, telecom 

providers have varied levels of integrating Huawei’s technology. The BT group is believed to 

be the most reliant on Huawei, as historically it comprised a significant part of their “core” 

network. In 2016, BT acquired Britain's largest telecoms company EE, which had a large 

amount of Huawei equipment in their 3G and 4G core.81 BT also signed a deal to develop a 

4G network for the UK’s police and emergency services, where it deployed Huawei 

technology to process sensitive information.82 EE’s non-core infrastructure is still 

overwhelmingly composed of Huawei.83 O2 is much less dependent on Huawei, which 

accounts for just 1% of their infrastructure; O2 had partnered with European 5G providers, 

like Nokia of Finland and Ericsson of Sweden.84 It’s important to note that there is no 

evidence of resistance to Huawei’s integration in the UK’s 3G and 4G infrastructure during 

this period. However this may be because private sector telecoms companies quietly 

integrated the technology.85   

 
80 Alex Ralph, “Full Huawei Ban ‘Could Cost Phone Firms £1.5bn,’” The Times, accessed April 20, 2020, 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/full-huawei-ban-could-cost-phone-firms-1-5bn-d5ll3w7rz. 
81 “Huawei has been working with BT for almost 15 years. Since the beginning of this partnership, BT has operated 
on a principle of different vendors for different network layers. This agreement remains in place today. Since it 
acquired EE in 2016, the BT Group has been actively bringing EE’s legacy network architecture in line with this 
longstanding agreement. This is a normal and expected activity, which we understand and fully support. Working 
together, we have already completed a number of successful 5G trials across different sites in London and we will 
continue to work with BT in the 5G era.” 
82 “Huawei’s Kit Removed from Police Network,” BBC News, December 24, 2018, sec. Technology, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-46672550. 
83 Linda Hardesty, “BT Says Huawei Rip-Outs Will Cost It $658M over 5 Years,” FierceWireless, accessed March 
31, 2020, https://www.fiercewireless.com/operators/bt-says-huawei-rip-outs-will-cost-it-658-million-over-5-years. 
84 Isobel Asher Hamilton, “The UK Has Banned Huawei from ‘Core’ Parts of Its 5G Network. Here’s What That 
Actually Means,” Business Insider, January 29, 2020, https://www.businessinsider.sg/what-uk-huawei-5g-decision-
means-for-operators-2020-1. 
85 This occurred before more authoritarian applications of the technology came to light, such as its use in Xinjiang. 
Cf. p. 30. 
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Huawei: an Expansion of the Panopticon 
Whoever controls the 5G infrastructure in the UK will have significant influence over 

the British privacy, security and alliances. Critics of Huawei paint a picture of Huawei as a 

for profit extension of the authoritarian Chinese state, effectively connecting it to coercive, 

“hard” surveillance practices. 

Members of the UK Parliament explicitly detail the company’s connection to the 

Chinese state in public statements. Many choose to refer to it as “the Chinese communist 

party branded as a company.”86 Members point to authoritarian surveillance practices the 

company has been involved with and characterize it as a creator of “a repressive dystopian 

police state.”87 Tom Tugendhat, who introduced the debate in Parliament, also warned that 

Huawei’s technology had been used to prop up authoritarian regimes in Uganda and 

Ethiopia.88  

Many members have also raised the mass surveillance and interment of millions of 

Chinese Muslims living in the state of Xinjiang as a way of contextualizing the oppressive 

implications of Huawei’s technology. A cross-party group of members of parliament wrote a 

letter to Boris Johnson urging that as “Huawei stands accused of facilitating a programme of 

ethnic repression… We hope you will agree that the U.K. cannot and must not agree a deal 

with the company until such allegations are comprehensively dismissed”89 Huawei has long 

 
86 Ibid. 
87 UK Parliament, “5G Network and Huawei” (House of Commons, January 27, 2020), 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-01-27/debates/038EF380-E4D6-4A6D-A0D8-
0FAEB1D0A9B0/5GNetworkAndHuawei. 
88  UK Parliament, “5G Network and Huawei” (House of Commons, January 27, 2020), 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-01-27/debates/038EF380-E4D6-4A6D-A0D8-
0FAEB1D0A9B0/5GNetworkAndHuawei. 
89 Zak Doffman, “Huawei Faces New Backlash Over ‘Mass Ethnic Persecution’ In China,” Forbes, accessed April 
17, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/12/23/huawei-faces-new-backlash-over-mass-ethnic-
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denied supporting surveillance and internment in Xinjiang, and claimed it was only 

implicated through work with third-parties. However, journalists and researchers have 

challenged this for quite some time. They cite numerous examples of Huawei being funded 

by the Chinese government and working directly in Xinjiang. Since 2011, Huawei has 

worked with Xinjiang police departments on cloud computing projects. Furthermore, they 

have partnered with other Chinese companies to track Muslims using their 5G smart city 

technology.90 The Australian Strategic Policy Institute concludes that “Huawei provides 

police in Xinjiang with technical support to help meet their ‘digitization requirements’.”91 

 There is further concern that the company could be ordered to act against UK 

interests. Chinese companies must by law cooperate with the Chinese state if they are 

ordered to conduct espionage. As the MP David Davis argues,  

It was founded by a member of the PLA (People’s Liberation Army), even if it were 
not an arm of Chinese government, a 2017 law requires they take instruction from 
the Chinese intelligence agency92 

Simply put, Huawei is much more than just a Chinese company. Its intimate connection to 

the Chinese Communist Party, including its complicit action in the most disturbing 

overreaches of the Chinese surveillance state shows the authoritarian potential of the 

technology. Its integration into the British 5G network marks a problematic expansion in the 

British Panopticon.  

 Those in favor of allowing Huawei to build a 5G infrastructure defend it by reference 

to the “for-profit Panopticon” model. Huawei is presented as a solution to economic anxieties 

 
90 Danielle Cave Xu, Ryan Fergus, and Vicky Xiuzhong, “Mapping More of China’s Tech Giants: AI and 
Surveillance” (Australian Strategic Policy Institute, November 2019), https://www.aspi.org.au/report/mapping-
more-chinas-tech-giants, p. 19. 
91 Ibid. p. 21. 
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in the country. Once again, the UK demonstrates a willingness to embrace the private sector 

as the “solution.” It’s important to note that those in favor of allowing Huawei into the UK’s 

network do acknowledge privacy and national security concerns, but they justify it as a 

necessary trade-off for economic gain.  

 Studies suggest that a 5G network would provide a substantial boost to the UK 

economy. Deploying the technology would allow for faster processing times, which in turn 

would enhance business operations, streamline manufacturing and supply chains, connect 

and coordinate autonomous vehicles, as well as power a consumer boom in Internet of 

Things technologies.93 According to the investment bank Barclays, 5G could add billions to 

the economy. An aggressive plan for deploying the technology could add £15.7 ($20.7) 

billion to the UK economy every year by 2025, while a conservative estimate still places the 

value add of the technology at £8 ($9.95) billion per year.94 The immense monetary value 

associated with building a 5G network makes it a primary initiative for the UK government 

as it strives to be a world leader in technology.95 It plans to deploy 5G to 15 million homes 

and workplaces by 2025, and provide coverage to the majority of the population by 2027. 

Those in favor of integrating Huawei technology in the UK pitch it as a necessary part of an 

aggressive strategy for 5G. In opening statements to the Houses of Parliament, the UK’s 

Secretary for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport argued that “the UK’s entire market position, 

including economic prosperity, the industry and consumer effects relied on the speed of 

 
93 See appendix 3 for an image of its UK applications. 
94 Chloe Taylor, “5G Could Add $21 Billion per Year to the UK Economy, Barclays Predicts,” CNBC, April 3, 
2019, https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/03/5g-could-add-20-billion-per-year-to-the-economy-barclays-predicts.html. 
95 “The deployment of 5G and full fibre networks across the UK is a primary objective of Government policy.” 
“Huawei: 5G:Written Question - 293531” (UK Parliament, October 2, 2019), 
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-
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deploying the technology.”96 The emphasis on economic prosperity is almost always used to 

justify a partnership with Huawei.  

The backdrop of economic uncertainty in the UK also makes Huawei a more 

attractive option. On January 1st, 2020, the UK economy was forecast to grow by as little as 

one percent in the coming year, due to the destabilizing effect of Brexit.97 98 against such a 

background, building a 5G network cheaply and quickly, with the hope of powering longer-

term economic development is particularly compelling.99 To an extent, this echoes the UK's 

decision to turn towards CCTV technology during periods of economic decline in the 1970s 

and 80s, private sector technology is ushered in as a potential solution.100 Once again, 

privacy and civil liberties concerns are secondary to economic efficiency and success. 

Structure of Huawei Decision  
 On January 28th, 2020, the UK government announced that it would allow Huawei to 

build its national 5G network with a few important restrictions. The company would not be 

allowed to build the data-carrying “core” of the 5G network, effectively limiting its ability to 

build out networks handling sensitive information. Huawei could only be used to power 

“consumer-facing” portions of the network, rather than parts that carry government data. The 

UK would also limit the network geographically as Huawei technology would be restricted 

 
96 UK Parliament, “Huawei: UK’s 5G Network” (House of Lords, January 27, 2020), 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2020-01-27/debates/33EEFB85-5D01-4C1E-BDA6-
812E151901E8/HuaweiUK%E2%80%99S5GNetwork. 
97 Valentina Romei and Delphine Strauss, “Why the ‘Boris Bounce’ Is Likely to Be Short Lived,” January 1, 2020, 
https://www.ft.com/content/bc7c3d82-2442-11ea-9a4f-963f0ec7e134. 
98 Furthermore, the UK may not want to damage its trading relationship with China, which is a significant trading 
partner, responsible for $87 billion in trade annually. At the time of writing, the UK has no post-Brexit agreement 
with either the EU or the US meaning they are very concerned not jeopardising relationships with China ahead of 
cutting a deal with them too. Matthew Ward, “Statistics on UK Trade with China” (House of Commons Library, 
November 5, 2019), https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-7379/. 
99 This forecast predated the collapse of the economy and global markets in March with the COVID-19 pandemic. 
100 Cf. p. 16. 
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from providing 5G to sensitive sites including military bases, nuclear facilities and 

intelligence gathering sites. Finally, the UK placed a 35 percent market cap on Huawei’s 

share of the market. At most, 35 percent of network traffic is processed by “high risk 

vendors,” and these vendors can only supply 35 percent of the equipment necessary to build 

cellular bases. It’s important to note that to meet this cap large amounts of Huawei 

infrastructure would still need to be removed. It may cost BT as much as $658 million to rip-

out legacy technology in order to meet a 35% cap placed on Huawei technology.101 

The structure of the UK’s deal with Huawei reinforces the UK’s reliance on the “for-

profit Panopticon.” To the extent that Huawei fits the model of a company taking part in 

building and maintaining the data infrastructure in the UK, it is not dissimilar from the 

companies that store and process DNA data or CCTV footage. While critics of Huawei do 

draw the connection to the authoritarian Chinese state, the fact that 5G technology is sold in 

the form of a company makes it appear like another familiar, “normal” part of the British 

Panopticon, which has been reliant on private sector partnerships for decades. 

The “for-profit Panopticon” model is also used to safeguard against potential 

overreach from Huawei. The UK government has limited Huawei's involvement in their 5G 

system by using regulation to limit their market share. The market cap “ensures that Western 

competitors like Nokia and Ericsson also will serve as the backbone of the network.”102 Such 

a measure is meant to address a frequent criticism that European 5G providers have been 

chronically underfunded compared to Huawei. The government is relying on other private 

 
101  Linda Hardesty, “BT Says Huawei Rip-Outs Will Cost It $658M over 5 Years,” FierceWireless, accessed March 
31, 2020, https://www.fiercewireless.com/operators/bt-says-huawei-rip-outs-will-cost-it-658-million-over-5-years. 
102 Garrett M. Graff, “The US Is Losing Its Fight Against Huawei,” WIRED, 29 2020, 
https://www.wired.com/story/uk-huawei-5g-networks-us/. 
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companies to limit Huawei's power by spurring investment in Western companies. As such, 

Western companies are treated as a force for good. They may potentially protect the privacy 

rights of UK citizens by limiting the powers of bad actors. In this way, the logic of the “for-

profit Panopticon,” with its reliance on private sector solutions, is reinforced through the 

Huawei deal.  

IMPLICATIONS  

 The scale of the UK’s surveillance state makes it a salient example of a Panopticon. 

The UK is one of the most surveilled societies in the world, some estimates believe that one‐

fifth of all CCTV cameras worldwide are located in Britain.103 104 We must not forget other 

aspects of the British Panopticon, such as the fact that the DNA of 1 in every 10 British 

citizens is held by the government. With the Huawei deal the UK government signed in 

January, 2020, the Panopticon may substantially expand, as surveillance technology will 

enter homes, supply chains and daily life in a more intimate way than ever before. We must 

ask ourselves: how is this massive Panopticon not incredibly controversial? 

The historical case studies this thesis reviews, as well as the Huawei debates, 

demonstrate the rhetorical power of including the private sector in the British Panopticon. 

The repeated message of economic efficiency has sold surveillance to UK citizens 

throughout the past half century. Maria Los separates surveillance into belief and practice. 

She finds that Western surveillance states have insidiously and dramatically expanded their 

 
103 Clive Norris and Michael McCahill, “CCTV: Beyond Penal Modernism?,” The British Journal of Criminology 
46, no. 1 (January 1, 2006): 97–118, https://doi.org/10.1093/bjc/azi047, 102.  
104 Roy Coleman, Reclaiming the Streets: Surveillance, Social Control and the City(Cullompton, UNITED 
KINGDOM: Willan Publishing, 2011), 
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/georgetown/detail.action?docID=449642, 6. 
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Panopticons, while their citizens remain in a state of “passive acquiescence.” British citizens 

don’t believe that they are subjected to a menacing and antagonistic form of surveillance. In 

the words of the esteemed critic of mass surveillance George Orwell, “In England such 

concepts as justice, liberty and objective truth are still believed in. They may be illusions, but 

they are very powerful illusions.”105 Put simply, the way surveillance works is separate from 

how surveillance systems are packaged, marketed and sold to the general public.  

While some degree of control and surveillance may be necessary in any society, the 

power of illusions and belief play an important role in shaping how technology is deployed. 

Huawei works hard to present itself as friendly to the British public; it donates to high profile 

UK charities and academic institutions, creates jobs and builds critical infrastructure for the 

country at a discount. The UK example reveals that not only is soft surveillance palatable, 

but hard surveillance can be agreeable if it is packaged along with soft surveillance. The 

“for-profit Panopticon” keeps citizens docile as long it is presented as “efficient,” “useful” 

and non-antagonistic.  

CONCLUSION 

We must confront the disturbing reality that hard surveillance practices can be 

implemented in countries with a strong democratic tradition, such as the UK. Theorists and 

journalists have drawn artificial lines dividing Panopticons. Many describe Facebook’s 

“surveillance capitalism” as different from China’s “authoritarian” surveillance, and both 

have been treated as departures from one party rule simply on the basis of the physical 

 
105 George Orwell, Orwell on Truth (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017), p. 41.  
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tracking of files.106 In practice, the contemporary “for-profit Panopticon” in the UK is a 

blend of many of these surveillance models.  

Perhaps because we don’t want to think about our collective loss of privacy, 

anonymity and civil liberties, we tend to imagine or assume a “kinder” Panopticon in the 

West. Britain is accepting of surveillance, as long as it is decentralized, and conducted in the 

name of “efficiency,” rather for the overt purpose of increasing state power. CCTV 

technology and DNA databases track down criminals while keeping policing budgets low, 

and if enacted, ID laws were meant to give pensioners access to welfare benefits while 

keeping terrorists off UK soil. While privacy rights may be compromised in the process, at 

face value to British citizens this model appears “safe” and nonthreatening. 

Huawei complicates the clean lines of this Panopticon for several reasons. The UK’s 

infrastructure is literally built using the tools of an authoritarian Panopticon. The 

implications of this model are staggering, it has facilitated the internment of over a million in 

Xinjiang and the surveillance of billions more throughout China. In January 2020, when 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson signed the Huawei deal, this did not represent an end to the 

UK’s “kinder” surveillance model. While upgrading to 5G will change the lives of many and 

create a vast reservoir of data for Huawei and perhaps the Chinese government, Huawei has 

already powered the UK’s telecom infrastructure for the better part of a decade. As Huawei 

technology crept into British 3G and 4G systems, it was met with virtually no public 

resistance.  

 
106 Cf. p.11.  
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British surveillance is complex, and is many things at once. It is driven by an 

admirable desire to reduce hardship and crime while increasing citizen's access to social 

benefits on a limited budget. But the government seems willing to use sinister actors to 

achieve this. As a society we need to stop thinking we are “safe” and that our political 

systems are immune from authoritarian surveillance practices. In truth, hard surveillance 

already exists and will intensify in the UK without a critical reevaluation of the 

contemporary surveillance model. While this project shows the insidious and creeping nature 

of authoritarian technology, it also demonstrates the power of how citizens collectively 

imagine their surveillance systems and their potential to challenge them. 

AFTERWORD 

 The unexpected and unprecedented coronavirus epidemic may be the event that forces 

the UK to rethink its Panopticon. On April 15th, after the completion of much of this project, 

a news story began to circulate that the UK might reverse its position on Huawei. Senior 

members of the UK’s Conservative Party are leading a rebellion against Johnson’s decision, 

and have managed to sway a significant portion of Parliament to vote against the law. In an 

interview the Conservative chairman of the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee, 

Tom Tugendhat stated  

I think the mood in the parliamentary party has hardened, and I think it’s a 
shared realization of what it means for dependence on a business that is part 
of a state that does not share our values. That has become clearer.107  

 
107 Kitty Donaldson, “Johnson Huawei Plan at Risk; U.K. Set to Rethink China Ties,” Bloomberg, April 16, 2020, 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-16/johnson-s-huawei-plan-at-risk-as-u-k-set-to-rethink-china-
ties. 
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When asked if he believed members of Parliament would vote against the legislation he 

replied: “Yes.”108 To these Conservatives, the coronavirus underlined the dangers of reliance 

on China, especially for something as critical as infrastructure. Many Party leaders cite 

China’s mishandling of coronavirus, including their reluctance to alert the rest of the world 

of the new disease, their inaccurate death count and their dystopian use of force in Wuhan, 

China for their change of heart. The former Conservative leader and foreign secretary Lord 

William Hague said that many lawmakers now feel that the UK can’t depend on China as the 

country has shown it doesn’t “play by our rules.”109  

Disentangling itself from Huawei will be extraordinarily difficult for Britain. The 

telecoms company BT immediately stated that it would have to delay removing Huawei 

technology from the core network of EE by two years.110 Telecom providers in the UK will 

have to pay billions of pounds to remove legacy Huawei technology from their systems. 

Furthermore, Britain may miss out on its 5G boom during a period where economic anxieties 

are even more heightened. It remains uncertain what the future of Huawei will be in the UK. 

As of today, the “for-profit Panopticon” is still very much in place, but the UK finally seems 

to be placing some privacy concerns above their unabashed and direct economic interests. 

This might be one of the first examples of organized resistance against corporate surveillance 

in the UK. We will have to wait to see if there is any evolution on how the British 

Panopticon is popularly imagined.  

  

 
108 Ibid. 
109 Kitty Donaldson, “The U.K. May Not Let Trump-Target Huawei Build Part of Its 5G Network after All,” 
Fortune, April 17, 2020, https://fortune.com/2020/04/17/uk-boris-johnson-trump-huawei-5g-network/. 
110 “BT Delays Removal of Huawei from EE’s Core Network,” BBC News, April 15, 2020, sec. Technology, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52296666. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix 1.  

 
A central watchtower allows a single, all-seeing power to manage and see what is happening 
in every cell, inspiring “good behavior” and influencing prisoner behavior. 
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Appendix 2.  

 
This graph tracks crime (numbers of offenses) from 1981-2011, and includes projections for 

crime in 2012 and 2013. It’s useful when compared to rollouts of CCTV and DNA 

technology, especially in the mid to late 1990s. 
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Appendix 3. 
 

 
This visual prepared by the UK government shows the applications of 5G technology. They 

break it into three areas: the Internet of Things, communications infrastructure and enhanced 

broadband. Note what they deem as “critical” vs “non-critical.” 
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